Abstract-This paper aims to address the problem of profiling human activities captured in surveillance videos for the applications of online normal human activity recognition and anomaly detection. A novel framework is developed for automatic human activity modeling and online anomaly detection without any manual labeling of the training dataset. The framework consists of the following key components: 1) A compact and effective activity representation method is developed based on a stochastic sequence of spatiotemporal actions. 2) The natural grouping of activities is discovered through a novel clustering algorithm with unsupervised model selection. 3) A runtime accumulative anomaly measure is introduced to detect abnormal activities, whereas normal human activities are recognized when sufficient visual evidence has become available based on an online Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) method. This ensures robust and reliable anomaly detection and normal activity recognition at the shortest possible time. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of our approach using noisy and sparse datasets collected from a real surveillance scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing demand for automatic methods for analyzing an extreme number of surveillance video data produced continuously by video surveillance system. One of the key goals of deploying an intelligent video surveillance system (IVSS) is to detect abnormal activities. To achieve this objective, previously observed activities need to be analyzed and profiled, upon which a criterion on what is normal/abnormal is drawn and applied to newly captured patterns for anomaly detection. Due to the large amount of surveillance video data to be analyzed and the real-time nature of much surveillance applications, it is very desirable to have an automated system that requires little human intervention. In the paper, we aim to develop such a system that is based on fully unsupervised activity modeling and robust online anomaly detection.
Given an online Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) input, the goal of automatic activity profiling is to learn a model that is capable of detecting unseen abnormal activities. In this context, we define an anomaly as an atypical activity that is not represented by sufficient samples in a training data set but critically satisfies the specificity constraint to an abnormal activity. The effectiveness of an activity profiling algorithm shall be measured by 1) how to measure specificity to expected patterns of activity and 2) how to maximize discrimination between normal activities.
To solve the problem, we develop a novel framework to automatically learn different classes of actions present in the data and to apply the learned model to perform anomaly detection in the new coming sequences. 1) A spatiotemporal action-based human activity representation. Due to the space-time nature of activities and their variable durations, we need to develop a compact and effective activities representation scheme and to deal with time warping. We start with the assumption that activities are sequences of discrete actions. Each action is represented as a feature vector comprising both trajectory information (position and velocity), and a set of local motion descriptors. Actions may have strong dependence on their preceding actions over multiple durations. So a temporal conjunction of such variable length action subsequences constitutes an activity. Motivated by the recent success of "bagof-words" representations for object recognition problems in computer vision, we represent each human activity as a collection of action subsequence. This is different from most previous approaches such as [1] , [2] , [3] that tries to model the full dynamics of activity structures using sophisticated probabilistic models (e.g., hidden Markov models, dynamic Bayesian networks). Our activity representation aims to avoid the difficulties associated with learning those models since there are usually a large number of parameters that need to be set. 2) Human activity clustering based on discovering the natural grouping of activity using Hidden Markov Model with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (HMM-LDA). A number of clustering techniques based on local word-statistics of a video have been proposed recently [4] , [5] , [6] . However, these approaches only capture the content of a video sequence and ignore its order. But generally activities are not fully defined by their action-content alone; however, there are preferred or typical action-orderings. This problem is addressed by the approach proposed in [5] . However, since discriminative prowess of the approach proposed in [5] is a function of the order over which action-statistics are computed, it comes at an exponential cost of computation complexity. In this work, we address these issues by proposing the usage of HMM-LDA to classify action instances of an activity into states and topics, constructing a more discriminative feature space based on the context-dependent labels, and resulting in potentially better activity-class discovery and classification. 3) Online anomaly detection using a runtime accumulative anomaly measure and normal human activity recognition using an online Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT) method. A runtime accumulative measure is introduced to determine an unseen normal or abnormal activity. The activity is then recognized as one of the normal activity classes using an online LRT method which holds the decision on recognition until sufficient visual features have become available. This is in order to overcome any ambiguity among different activity classes observed online due to insufficient visual evidence at a given time instance. By doing so, robust activity recognition and anomaly detection are ensured as soon as possible, as opposed to previous work such as [7] , [8] , which requires completed activity being observed. Our online LRTbased activity recognition approach is also advantageous over previous ones based on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) method [8] , [9] . An ML-based approach makes a forced decision on activity recognition without considering the reliability and sufficiency of the visual evidence. Consequently, it can be error prone. Note that our framework is fully unsupervised in that manual data labeling is avoided in both the feature extraction and the discovery of the natural grouping of activities. There are a number of motivations for performing activity clustering: First, manual labeling of activities is laborious and often rendered impractical given the vast amount of surveillance video data to be processed. More critically though, manual labeling of activities could be inconsistent and error prone. This is because a human tends to interpret activities based on the a priori cognitive knowledge of what should be present in a scene rather than solely based on what is visually detectable in the scene. This introduces a bias due to differences in experience and mental states.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews related work to highlight the contributions of this work. Section 3 addresses the problem of activity representation. The activity clustering process is described in Section 4. Section 5 centers about the online detection of abnormal activity and recognition of normal activity. In Section 6, the effectiveness and robustness of our approach is demonstrated through experiments using noisy and sparse data sets collected from both indoor and outdoor surveillance scenarios. The paper concludes in Section 7.
II. RELATED WORK
A considerable amount of previous work has addressed the question of anomaly detection. One line of work is based on model-based anomaly recognition [10] , [11] . The approach suggests a two-step solution for their detection. In the first step, on extracts image features from the video, typically achieved by detecting and tracking moving objects [12] . From tracked objects trajectory, speed, and possibly the shape descriptor of the moving objects can be computed [13] . In the second step the extracted features are used to develop models for the "normal" activity, either by hand or by applying supervised machine learning techniques [14] . A common choice is to use Hidden Markov Models [15] , [16] or other graphical models [17] which quantize image features into a set of discrete states and model how states change in time. In order to detect unusual activities the video is matched against a set of normal models and segments which do not fit the models is considered unusual. This model-based approach can be quite effective in situations where "normal" activity is well-defined and constrained. However in a typical real-life video, like those used in our experiments, the number of different "normal" activity types observed can easily surpass the number of unusual types. Hence, defining and modeling what is the "normal" activity in an unconstrained environment can be more difficult than defining what is unusual. If the goal is to detect what unusual activity in a long video, the modelbased approach is often over-killing.
Other line of work is based on anomalous activities' dissimilarity from regular activities [4] , [5] , [7] . They can be further categorized into two different types according to whether an explicit model is built. Approaches that do not model activity explicitly either perform clustering on observed patterns and label those forming small clusters as being abnormal [4] , [5] or build a database of spatiotemporal patches using only regular/ normal activity and detect those patterns that cannot be composed from the database as being abnormal [7] . The approach proposed in [4] cannot be applied to any previously unseen activity patterns and therefore is only suitable for postmortem analysis but not for online anomaly detection. This problem is addressed by the approaches proposed in [5] and [7] . However, in these approaches, all the previously observed normal activity patterns must be stored either in the form of histograms of discrete events [5] or ensembles of spatiotemporal patches [7] for detecting anomaly from unseen data, which jeopardizes the scalability of these approaches.
To solve these problems, we construct an explicit generative model HMM-LDA in an unsupervised manner to learn specific activity classes for online automatic detection of abnormalities given unseen data. We also develop a more principled criterion for anomaly detection and normal activity recognition based on a runtime accumulative anomaly measure and an online LRT method originally proposed for keywords detection in speech recognition [18] . This makes our approach more robust to noise in activity representation.
Our work is similar to [4] in that activities are discovered using "video-visual word" co-occurrence matrix. However, the problem with most Cartesian space representation approaches for video like LSI or Bipartite graph co-clustering [4] is their inability to provide interpretable components. Our work is similar in spirit to [7] in that the activity model (constructed in [7] as a database of video patches) is able to infer and generalize from the training data to unseen data. However, apart from the scalability problem mentioned above, the approach in [7] has limitations in capturing the temporal ordering aspect of an activity pattern due to the constraint on the size of the video patches.
III. ACTION-BASED ACTIVITY REPRESENTATION
First, using a standard mean shift tracking algorithm [19] , we extract the following information for each target for each frame: position, velocity and a window around the target. Second, as Efros et al. [20] , a local motion descriptor based on coarse optic flow is extracted from a target window I . In order to add temporal context and mitigate against confusion, we create a richer feature descriptor 1 2 3 4 ( , , , )
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where n w is defined in (6) , represents the activity captured by the n th video n v . The problem to be addressed is to discover the natural grouping of the training activities upon which a model for normal activity can be built. This is essentially a data clustering problem with the number of clusters unknown. There are a number of aspects that make this problem challenging: 1) Each feature vector n w can be of different lengths.
Conventional clustering approaches require that each data sample is represented as a fixed length feature vector. 2) Model selection needs to be performed to determine the number of cluster. To overcome the above mentioned difficulties, we propose a clustering algorithm with feature and model selection based on modeling each activity using HMM-LDA. 
A. Hidden Markov Model with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (HMM-LDA)
Suppose we are given a collection of M video The complete probability model is
Here, α , β , γ , and δ are hyperparameters, specifying the nature of the priors on θ , 
B. Learning the Activity Models
Our strategy for learning topics differs from previous approaches [21] in not explicitly representing θ , Markov chain. We do this with an online version of the Gibbs samples, using Eq.12 to assign words to topics, but with counts that are computed from the subset of the words seen so far rather than the full data. The chain is then run for a number of iterations, each time finding a new state by sampling each i z from the distribution specified by Eq.12. Because the only information needed to apply Eq.12 is the number of times a word is assigned to a topic and the number of times a topic occurs in a document, the algorithm can be run with minimal memory requirements by caching the sparse set of nonzero counts and updating them whenever a word is reassigned. After enough iteration for the chain to approach the target distribution, the current values of the 
C. Model Selection
Given values of α , β and γ , the problem of choosing the appropriate value for K is a problem of model selection, which we address by using a standard method from Bayesian statistics. For a Bayesian statistician faced with a choice between a set of statistical models, the natural response is to compute the posterior probability of the set of models given the observed data. The key constituent of this posterior probability will be the likelihood of the data given the model, integrating over all parameters in the model. In our case, the data are the words in the corpus, w , and the model is specified by the number of topics, K , so we wish to compute the likelihood ( | ) p K w The likelihood can be used to detect whether an unseen activity is normal using a runtime anomaly measure. If it is detected to be normal, the activity is then recognized as one of the K classes of normal activities using an online LRT method.
An unseen activity P including T clips is represented We measure the anomaly of the scene would be people entering, leaving and passing by the building. Each activity would normally last a few seconds. For this experiment, a data set was collected from 5 different days consisting of 40 hours of video, totaling to 2880,000 frames. To calculate the low-level feature descriptor, we first track and stabilize the persons in the video sequences using the algorithm in [19] . Then discrete actions were detected and classified using automatic model order selection in clustering, resulting in 33 classes of actions corresponding to the common constituents of all activity in this scene. By the action vocabulary of 33 actions, 947 instances of activities are collected from video data set. A training set consisting of 568 instances was randomly selected from the overall 947 instances without any activity class labeling. The remaining 379 instances were used for testing the trained model later.
B. Activity Clustering
To evaluate the number of clusters K , we used the Table I .
C. Anomaly detection
The activity model built using both labeled and unlabeled activities were used to perform online anomaly detection. To measure the performance of the learned models on anomaly detection, each activity in the testing sets was manually labeled as normal if there were similar activities in the corresponding training sets and abnormal otherwise. A testing pattern was detected as being abnormal when (18) was satisfied. The accumulating factor α for computing t Q was set to 0.1. Fig.4 .
demonstrates one example of anomaly detection in the entrance/exit area of an office building. We measure the performance of anomaly detection using the anomaly detection rate, and the false alarm rate. The detection rate and false alarm rate of anomaly detection are shown in the form of a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve by varying the anomaly detection threshold A Th , as 
D. Normal Activity Recognition
To measure the recognition rate, the normal activities in the testing sets were manually labeled into different activity classes. A normal activity was recognized correctly if it was detected as normal and classified into a activity class containing similar activities in the corresponding training set by the learned activity model. Fig. 6(b) shows that when a normal activity was not recognized model trained using unlabeled data, it was most likely to be recognized as belonging to another normal activity class. On the other hand, for a model trained by labeled data, a normal activity was most likely to be wrongly detected as an anomaly if it was not recognized correctly. This contributed to the higher false alarm rate for the model trained by labeled data.
E. Result Analysis and Discussion
To compare our approach with six other methods, we use exactly the same experiment setup and list the comparison results in Table II . Each of these is a anomalous activity detection algorithm that is capable of dealing with low resolution and noisy data. We implement the algorithms of Xiang et al. [3] , Wang et al. [6] , Niebles et al. [22] , Boiman et al. [7] , Hamid et al. [5] and Zhong et al. [4] . The key findings of our comparison are summarized and discussed as follows: 1) Table II shows that the precision of our HMM-LDA is superior to the HMM method [3] , the LDA method [6] , the MAP-based method [7] and two coclustering algorithms [4] , [5] . HMM [3] outperforms the LDA [6] on our scenario, but HMM [3] require explicit modeling of anomalous activities structure with minimal supervision. Some recent methods ( [4] using Latent Semantic Analysis, [22] using probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis, [6] using Latent Dirichlet Allocation, [5] using n -grams) extract activity structure simply by computing local action-statistics, but are limited by their ability to capture activity structure only up to some fixed temporal resolution. Our HMM-LDA provided the best account, being able to efficiently extract the variable length action-subsequence of activity, constructing a more discriminative feature space, and resulting in potentially better activity-class discovery and classification. 2) Work done in [4] clusters activities into its constituent sub-class, labeling the clusters with low internal cohesiveness as anomalous cluster. This makes it infeasible for online anomaly detection. The anomaly detection method proposed in [5] was claimed to be online. Nevertheless, in [5] , anomaly detection is performed only when the complete activity pattern is observed. In order to overcome any ambiguity among different activity classes observed online due to different visual evidence at a given time instance, our online LRT method holds the decision on recognition until sufficient visual features have become available.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have proposed a novel framework for robust online activity recognition and anomaly detection. The framework is fully unsupervised and consisted of a number of key components, namely, a activity representation based on spatial-temporal actions, a novel clustering algorithm using HMM-LDA based on action words, a runtime accumulative anomaly measure, and an online LRT-based normal activity recognition method. The effectiveness and robustness of our approach is demonstrated through experiments using data sets collected from real surveillance scenario. Xiang et al. [3] 85.76
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